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STATE OF MAINE

OFFICE OF THE ADJUTANT GENERAL
AUGUSTA

ALIEN REGISTRATION
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City or Town ....... ................ ............

y<t:'w:-1............ .........How long in Maine ..... .. ..c.<.'.7....7~....

How long in United States ........ ... .. ...... ... ..2..-7.....
Born in..f'J..l.~&i/:;d_:···'J/....

£.! .... J,k .~.c:': .~ .~................Date of Birth- "44:-.C. ...g .t?i' .... ./J.<ft!
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Address of employer .... .. .. ........ .................... .. .... ..................... ....... .............. .. ............. ....... .. ........ ............... .................. .. .... .
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